Integration of mobile hosts into the existing internetwork consisting mostly of stationary hosts gives rise to some peculiar problems because of the special requirements of low power mobile hosts and also because of the special characteristics of the wireless link. Several Mobile-IP proposals [9, 16, 181 have addressed the problem of delivering IP packets to mobile hosts regardless of their location. In theory one can use existing fixed network transport protocols such as UDP [I41 and TCP 1151 with one of the Mobile-IP proposals for communication between mobile hosts and the fixed network. This naive approach however, gives rise to performance problems, especially when a mobile host switches cells or is temporarily disconnected [5, 63. More seriously, all Mobile-IP proposals attempt to hide mobility, disconnection and other features of mobile wireless computing from transport and higher layers thus ruling out any specialized handling of such features. On the other hand, use of a new protocol stack for mobile hosts causes interoperability problems with the fixed network protocols. An indirect model for mobile hosts [3] allows the development and use of specialized transport protocols that address the performance issues on the comparatively low bandwidth and unreliable wireless link. Protocols developed using this model can also mitigate the effects of disconnections and moves while maintaining interoperability with fixed network protocols.
Integration of mobile hosts into the existing internetwork consisting mostly of stationary hosts gives rise to some peculiar problems because of the special requirements of low power mobile hosts and also because of the special characteristics of the wireless link. Several Mobile-IP proposals [9, 16, 181 have addressed the problem of delivering IP packets to mobile hosts regardless of their location. In theory one can use existing fixed network transport protocols such as UDP [I41 and TCP 1151 with one of the Mobile-IP proposals for communication between mobile hosts and the fixed network. This naive approach however, gives rise to performance problems, especially when a mobile host switches cells or is temporarily disconnected [5, 63. More seriously, all Mobile-IP proposals attempt to hide mobility, disconnection and other features of mobile wireless computing from transport and higher layers thus ruling out any specialized handling of such features. On the other hand, use of a new protocol stack for mobile hosts causes interoperability problems with the fixed network protocols. An indirect model for mobile hosts [3] allows the development and use of specialized transport protocols that address the performance issues on the comparatively low bandwidth and unreliable wireless link. Protocols developed using this model can also mitigate the effects of disconnections and moves while maintaining interoperability with fixed network protocols.
This paper describes I-TCP, an indirect transport layer protocol, which allows a mobile host to communicate over a transport layer connection with the fixed network via its current Mobile Support Router (MSR). The TCP connection with the fixed host is actually established by the MSR on behalf of the mobile host (MH). If the MH moves to another cell during the lifetime of the TCP connection, the new MSR takes over the connection from the old MSR. Experiments with I-TCP on our testbed show substantial throughput improvement over regular TCP when one of the end points is mobile.
Related work
Previous research work in the areas related to network protocols for mobility and low speed links can be broadly classified as follows.
Solutions for slow and lossy links
Problems related to the unreliable nature of wireless media are somewhat similar to the ones which surfaced in the early eighties when telephone and serial lines were used to connect personal computers to the Internet. Thinwire protocols [8] attempted to alleviate some of those problems. Header compression [lo] for TCP connections was suggested for improving the response time of interactive applications such as telnet on low speed links. Although these solutions are applicable to some extent to wireless links, they do not deal with host mobility. In addition, such solutions cannot adapt to the changes in the wireless link characteristics such as available bandwidth, which may change from one wireless cell to another. Link layer retransmissions can be used on error-prone wireless ' This work was made possible in part by NSF equipment grant CDA 93-20300-EQT. links to bring their error rate on par with that on the wired networks but such an approach interferes with the end-toend retransmissions of TCP and does not always result in improved performance [6].
TCPDP, in mobile environment
Mobility can give rise to severe performance problems in TCP throughput [SI. The main reason for throughput degradation is the loss of TCP segments during cell crossovers especially with non-overlapped cells. Lost segments trigger exponential back off and congestion control at the transmitting host and the congestion recovery phase may last for several seconds even after network layer communication is reestablished in the new wireless cell. Fast retransmission coupled with modification of the TCP soflware on the mobile hosts [51 solves only part of the problem because the transmitting host still performs a slow start if more than one segment is lost per window, thus limiting the effective throughput [l 11 . Improvement in end-to-end performance using the indirect model with a separate transport protocol for the wireless link has been reported in [19] . A similar scheme to connect mobile hosts to the Internet using digital cellular network has been described in 1121.
XTP [17] is a flexible transport layer protocol which separates the delivery characteristics of the protocol from its implementation -flow control, congestion control and reliability can be added as required to the basic implementation. Thus, XTP can be used as the wireless side transport protocol with I-TCP to provide flexible congestion and flow control. that is suited for a particular wireless link. A detailed comparison of end-to-end versus hop-tohop flow control is provided in 171. Estabblishment of data filters at the MSR under MH control is discussed in E201.
Other proxy-based approaches have been suggested [2] for mobile hosts but they do not pertain to the transport layer.
rect TCP O V~~~~W
This section gives an overview of indirect TCP and describes the benefits of using indirection at the transport layer. We begin with a brief description of the Indirect Protocol model 131 on which indirect TCP is based.
el for mobile hosts
The indirect protocol model for mobile hosts suggests that any interaction from a mobile host (MH) to a machine on the fixed network (FH) should be split into two separate interactions -one between the MH and its mobile support router (MSR) over the wireless medium and another between the MSR and the y;H over the fixed network.
This provides an elegant method for accommodating the special requirements of mobile hosts in a way that is backward compatible with the existing fixed network. AI1 the specialized support that is needed for mobile applications and for the low speed and unreliable wireless medium can be built into the wireless side of the interaction while the fixed side is lleft unchanged.
At When the MH switches cells, the state associated with the two sockets for the I-TCP connection at MSR-1 is handed over to the new MSR (MSR-2). MSR-2 then creates the two sockets corresponding to the I-TCP connection with the same endpoint parameters that the sockets at MSR-1 had associated with them. Since the connection endpoints for both wireless and the fixed parts of the I-TCP connection do not change after a move, there is no need to reestablish the connection at the new MSR. This also ensures that the indirection in the transport layer connection is completely hidden from the FH. We currently use a modified version of TCP itself for the wireless part of the I-TCP connection, although in a future version we plan to use a transport protocol that is optimized for the one hop wireless link.
I-TCP semantics
Since I-TCP uses separate transport layer (TCP) connections for the wired and the wireless links, applications using I-TCP cannot rely on end-to-end transport layer acknowledgments. Many TCP-based applications such as ftp however, use application layer acknowledgments in addition to the end-to-end acknowledgments provided by TCP. This is at least partly because TCP does not provide a mechanism to notify a sending application when data is actually removed by the receiving application from its socket buffers. an end-to-end TCP connection can typically survive such a failure. I-TCP is therefore well suited for applications such as ftp and Mosaic, in which a higher layer protocol (or the user) can retry failed connections in case of (hopefully rare) MSR failures. On the other hand, those applications which depend on the end-to-end transport layer acknowledgments, e.g. telnet are better off using regular TCP. We expect the former kind of applications to predominate in a mobile computing environment where mobile hosts will need to access information services from the fixed network. Such applications are also typically throughput intensive which we expect will benefit the most from the use of I-TCP as opposed to interactive applications.
Performance results
We present performance figures for experiments conducted using the ttcp benchmark which measures TCP throughput between two hosts. The throughput experiments were conducted on our wireless testbed which is described below.
Experimental wireless testbed
The wireless testbed consisted of three MSRs, all of B o MSRs in the setup described above were used for supporting the wireless cells for the MH while the third one merely acted as a gateway to our mobile subnet which routed packets destined for the MH to one of the other two MSRs. Thus, all the packets arriving at the MH had to go through 1 hop of IPIP encapsulation (from the gateway to the current MSR) in a steady state and possibly two hops for a brief interval immediately following a move. We experimented with two distinct cases to study the performance of I-TCP for connections spanning over local area and wide area networks i.e. Tables 1 and 2 compare the end-to-end throughput of an I-TCP connection between an MH and a fixed host (FH) with that of a direct TCP connection for local area and wide area connections respectively. In all our experiments, the FH sent a few megabytes of data (4 MB in case of local area and 2 MB in case of wide area) to the MH using a window size of 16 KB. We chose to make the MH to be the receiving host, since we expect it to be a typical situation with most mobile applications that will download more data from the fixed network rather than sending data over the uplink. 
Performance over local area
With local -area experiments, we observed that I-TCP performed slightly better compared to regular TCP when the MH stayed within one cell. In the second case when the MH switchles between two completely overlapped cells, the link-layer connectivity is maintained at all times since the MH is in contact with both the new MSR and its previous MSR during handoff. There is still some degradation in TCP throughput since the TCP segments that are in transit during handoff are delayed because of IP layer routing adjustments by the MSRS. I-TCP performance suffers only marginally in tlhis case despite the additional overhead of I-TCP state hancloff between the two MSRs on every move.
We believe that the main reason for improved performance with I-TCP in the first two test cases is that the sending host (FH) seez, more uniform round-trip delays for TCP segments as compared to the regular TCP. Loss of TCP segments over the wireless link, although infrequent, was also responsible for the difference in performance since Table 1 : I-TCP throughput performance over local area I-TCP seemed to recover faster from a lost packet than regular TCP.
The two cases of non-overlapped cells where the MH temporarily lost contact with the fixed network (for 0 and 1 second respectively) before such contact was reestablished at the new MSR, affected the end-to-end throughput more severely. With regular TCP, congestion control kicked in at the FH on every handoff because of packet loss and it took some time after a cell crossover before the FH was able to send data again at full speed. In addition, the exponential back off policy of TCP resulted in the FH going into long pauses that continued even after the MH was ready to communicate in its new cell. In case of I-TCP however, a cell crossover by the MH manifested itself in the form of shrinking receive window size at the MSR which forced the FH to stop sending data when the MSR buffers were full. After a handoff, the new MSR could accept more data from the FH and the data rate on the connection quickly came back to normal. Congestion control did kick-in on the wireless link between the MSR and the MH however and so did exponential back off. We found that a simple reset of the TCP retransmission timer at the new MSR immediately after an I-TCP handoff forced the MSR to initiate a slow-start on the wireless link, and was enough to quickly get the wireless part of I-TCP out of the congestion recovery phase. In the worst case when the MH lost connectivity with the fixed network for 1 second, I-TCP showed an improvement by a factor of about 1.5 over regular TCP.
Performance over wide area
Our wide area experiments highlight the benefits of I-TCP even more clearly. Because of relatively long round-trip delays with wide area connections, any packet loss over the wireless link severely limits the end-to-end throughput of regular TCP. This is because the time needed to recover from falsely triggered congestion control increases with the round-trip delay. Similarly any perturbations (such as cell crossovers or transient changes in the observed round-trip delay) have a more drastic effect over wide area connections than over local area connections. For the first two test cases i.e. when the MH stayed within once cell and when it switched between overlapped cells, the observed performance of I-TCP was about 2 times better than that of regular TCP. Since there was no packet loss because of mobility in these two cases, the performance improvement with I-TCP comes entirely from its robustness with regard to the inherent (although infrequent) packet loss due to wireless errors. We did not observe any significant degradation in performance with the MH switching between overlapped cells either with I-TCP or with regular TCP which suggests that the effect of variation in round trip delay because of IP level routing changes was negligible for wide area connections.
In case of moves between non-overlapped cells, the throughput with regular TCP dropped to almost a third (61% degradation) of the no-moves throughput in the worst case when the MH lost contact with the fixed network for 1 second. With I-TCP, the corresponding degradation in throughput was only 40%. The net effect was that I-TCP throughput in the worst case was 3 times better than that of regular TCP. The main reason for this improved performance with I-TCP is that the retransmissions due to packets lost on the wireless link (due to mobility and due to wireless errors) were confined only to the wireless part of I-TCP which can recover much faster from the congestion control phase because of the following two factors -i) much shorter round-trip delay between the MH and the MSR as compared to the delay between the MH and the FH and ii) we reset the retransmission timer at the MSR immediately after a handoff.
Implementation
We give a brief outline of I-TCP implementation which involves modifications to the TCP and Mobile-IP software on the MSRs. Details of the implementation describing specialized mechanisms developed for I-TCP state handoff can be found in [4] . No modifications are needed in the Unix networking code at the MH for I-TCP.
MSR Unix server
We modified the TCP/IP layer in the networking module of the Unix server to allow grabbing of TCP segments sent by a fixed host to a local MH that is using I-TCP protocol for the connection. As an MH moves from one cell (say, under MSR-1) to another (under MSR-2), all the 
MH I-TCP library
The I-TCP library at the MH provides the Application Programmer's Interface (API) for the MH applications. This library provides a familiar interface similar to the socket relaited system calls in BSD Unix [13] . I-TCP calls are provided which emulate the functionality of connect, listen, accept and close system calls. An I-TCP library call only serves as a wrapper around the corresponding system call to hide the communication with the MSR needed to establish (or close) an I-TCP connection. Once such a cclnnection is established, regular socket calls can be used to send or receive data on the connection. The I-TCP library also notifies the local mhmicp process about the endpoint parameters of indirect connections -this information is needed at the time of handoffs as described below.
tdfrm local MHs 4 5.4 I-TCP handoff algorithm moves. We also buffer the TCP segments that are in &an-sit during a handoff at the new MSR, even though they cannot be immediately processed. This is necessary to avoid congestion on either side (fixed or wireless) of the I-TCP connection. After an I-TCP handoff, we reset the TCP retransmission timer on the wireless side SO that the MSR immediately begins a slow $tart. The I-TCP hmdoff algorithm is described later. Below we list the primitives that we implemented for I-TCP sockets at the MSRs to achieve an I-TCP connection handoff: 1.Freeze a connected socket and capture its state. 
4.
The msrmicp process at MSR-2 sends an MHIn message to the local I-TCP daemon containing the list of I-TCP connection endpoints received from the MH. 5.The I-TCP daemon at MSR-2 establishes sockets for both the wireless and the wired parts of the I-TCP connections for the newly registered MH and prepares itself for an I-TCP handoff request from MSR-1. The daemon then sends an ACK to the local msrmicp process.
6.The msrmicp process at MSR-2 sends a forwarding pointer to MSR-1. 7. The msrmicp process at MSR-1 sends a forwarding ACK
8.
The msrmicp process at MSR-1 sends an MHOut message to its local I-TCP daemon with the address of the MH that moved out. 9.011 receiving an MHOut message, the I-TCP daemon freezes all the I-TCP connections for the indicated MH. It then makes a handoff request to the I-TCP daemon of MSR-2 to make sure it is ready and then sends the state of each I-TCP connection using a reliable protocol (TCP). 10.The I-TCP daemon at MSR-2 receives the state of each I-TCP connection for the newly registered MH and restarts each connection. It then sends an ACK to MSR-1 signalling the completion of I-TCP handoff.
to MSR-2.
The handoff procedure described above assumes that the wireless cells are non-overlapping i.e. no direct communication is possible between the MH and its previous MSR after switching cells. In case of overlapped cells, the MH can continue to receive IP packets during steps 1 through 6 of the above handoff procedure while it sends the outgoing IP packets through the new MSR. The I-TCP handoff thus does not interfere with other IP traffic to and from the MH. For the I-TCP connections, there is a brief interruption in the traffic between steps 6 through 10 of the handoff procedure. The TCP segments in transit during this short period are buffered (without processing) at the new MSR and are acknowledged as soon as complete state information is available for I-TCP connections at the new MSR. With non-overlapped cells, the MH can start sending out IP packets immediately after step 1, but it cannot receive any IP packets until step 6 because the rest of the network does not know about its new location. This disruption in the network layer is inevitable with non-overlapped cells. For I-TCP connections, the I-TCP handoff has to be completed in step 10 before data can flow in both directions normally which causes a brief delay as in the case with overlapped cells. Measurements of handoff delay for different socket buffer sizes can be found in [4] .
Conclusion and future work
We have described I-TCP as a robust approach to im-prove transport layer performance in a mobile wireless environment. Our approach first confines the mobility related performance problems to the wireless link and then attempts to alleviate such problems by adapting the TCP/IP software on the wireless link in a way that requires no modifications to the hosts on the fixed network. I-TCP is particularly suited for applications which are throughput intensive. Experiments with I-TCP on our testbed showed greatly improved throughput in comparison to regular TCP under simulated mobility conditions. The performance improvement for wide-area connections was higher than for local-area connections. We have ported some throughput intensive applications such as ftp and chimera WWW browser to use I-TCP for data transfer and observed performance improvements similar to those reported in section 4 for the ttcp benchmark.
We would like to study I-TCP performance in different wireless environments especially those with high error rates. Throughput experiments with the MH sending data to a fixed host are also planned -such experiments will need modifications to the TCP software at the MH as well to recover from congestion after a move. We are also planning to build a flexible and lightweight transport protocol for the wireless side of I-TCP which can adapt to changes in the wireless environment and can support voluntary disconnections. I-TCP library at the MH can also be used to place transport layer filters for indirect connections at the MSR. I-TCP handoffs allow such filters to move to the new MSR if the MH switches cells thus obviating the need for the MH to reestablish the filters in the new cell. Presentation layer services can be built on top of I-TCP which will allow mobile applications to dynamically choose a format for data transmitted over the wireless medium. I-TCP thus can be a basis for indirection at higher layers.
